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a11y Broken Windows



Introducing the 12-step Program



DevOps activities relevant to accessibility 

Individual 

1. Editing code 

2. Testing interactively 

3. Writing automated 
unit tests 

4. Pushing code to the 
team repository 

Team 

5. Gating code quality 

6. Reviewing code 

7. Running automated 
[integration] test suites 

8. Running automated 
regression tests 

9. Assuring quality 

Organization 

10. Monitoring code 
quality and tech 
debt 

11. Auditing 
compliance 

12. Monitoring and 
reporting ADA risk



Whoaa - 12 steps???? 

That’s overwhelming!



axe DevTools - High Velocity a11y 

Individual 

L 1. Editing code 

B 2. Testing interactively 

A 3. Writing automated 
unit tests 

L 4. Pushing code to the 
team repository 

Team 

L 5. Gating code quality 

L 6. Reviewing code 

A 7. Running automated 
[integration] test suites 

A 8. Running automated 
regression tests 

B 9. Assuring quality 

Organization 

L 10.Monitoring code 
quality and tech 
debt 

X 11.Auditing 
compliance 

M 12.Monitoring and 
reporting ADA risk 

L axe Linter Server B axe DevTools browser extension A axe DevTools API X axe Auditor M axe Monitor



Why test early, test 
often?



Word of the day - Incrementalism 

incrementalism 
(noun) 

a method of decision making in which 
changes are implemented in small steps or 

decisions are made gradually/step by step as 
a problem unfolds



Add a11y value as a dev - and stop playing ping pong 

Individual 

L 1. Editing code 

B 2. Testing interactively 

A 3. Writing automated 
unit tests 

L 4. Pushing code to the 
team repository 

L axe Linter Server B axe DevTools browser extension A axe DevTools API



Demo



Team tests - Faster, Consistent Tests 

Team 

L 5. Gating code quality 

L 6. Reviewing code 

A 7. Running automated 
[integration] test suites 

A 8. Running automated 
regression tests 

B 9. Assuring quality 

L axe Linter Server B axe DevTools browser extension A axe DevTools API



Demo



Code Blue - Health monitoring and no duplication 
manual testing 

Organization 

L 10.Monitoring code 
quality and tech 
debt 

X 11.Auditing 
compliance 

M 12.Monitoring and 
reporting ADA risk 

L axe Linter Server X axe Auditor M axe Monitor



axe Linter with SonarQube



axe Auditor

Perform full-coverage, consistent WCAG audits of all content and applications. 

Axe Auditor is a step-by-step manual accessibility 
testing tool. Bring efficient and on-demand auditing 
capabilities to your in-house testing teams. Use axe 
Auditor to: 

• Rerun tests on new builds or releases 

• Test on multiple platforms 

• Create precise and consistent accessibility issue 
reports for developers 

• Create comprehensive reports for management 

• Develop an accessibility testing and remediation 
Strategy, with improved execution, leveraging 
critical metrics to drive success. 



axe Monitor

Dynamically scan, monitor & report on the accessibility status of your site. 

Perform enterprise-level accessibility scans and meet 
your compliance needs with advanced reporting, 
monitoring, and management of accessibility issues 
against industry standards or customized guidelines. 
Use axe Monitor to: 

• Automatically scan pages or PDFs 

• Demonstrate trends and gain insight into 
development practices and processes 

• Generate reports based on scheduled or manual 
scans 

• Create executive dashboards 

• Scan behind auth or firewalls.



axe DevTools - High Velocity a11y 

Individual 

L 1. Editing code 

B 2. Testing interactively 

A 3. Writing automated 
unit tests 

L 4. Pushing code to the 
team repository 

Team 

L 5. Gating code quality 

L 6. Reviewing code 

A 7. Running automated 
[integration] test suites 

A 8. Running automated 
regression tests 

B 9. Assuring quality 

Organization 

L 10.Monitoring code 
quality and tech 
debt 

X 11.Auditing 
compliance 

M 12.Monitoring and 
reporting ADA risk 

L axe Linter Server B axe DevTools browser extension A axe DevTools API X axe Auditor M axe Monitor



Thank You
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